Abstract. Breast cancer is the second leading cause of cancer death after lung cancer among the women. In this paper we reviewed some breast cancer detection techniques like Mammography, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), ultra Sound and Ultra Wide Band (UWB) and its performances. Current UWB systems having some limitations including they are not able to detect the tumor at early stages, a multiple antenna array in terms of complex system and in all systems no pictorial 3D representation of tumor size. To overcome this limitation, a thorough investigation is done here, to find out the limitations of existing and proposed systems followed by the open issues which need to be resolved.
Introduction
Currently cancer is one of the leading causes of mortality, with more deaths per year than heart disease among those under 85 years of old [1] . Breast Cancer is one of main causes for women's death in all over the world [2] . Around 50% of breast cancer cases in all over the world end up with death. The percentage is high because the detection of the cancer is typically very late. The early detection of tumor could help reduce the higher percentages of death cases. It could thus save a lot of lives [3] .
Female breast consists of two main tissue types. (i) Adipose tissue stores fat in adiposities, large lipid-filled cells, and makes up the vast majority of the breast (Fig.1). (ii) The glandular tissue comprises a connection of lobules and branching epithelial ducts, which connect the network that allows for milk delivery. In addition, systems of vascular, connective, and neural tissues reside among the glandular and fat structures. The connective tissues are often referred to as the breast stoma.
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Fig. 1. Side view of the breast
creening method for detecting non palpable early-st ammography. Despite the fact that X-ray mammograp mages using relatively low radiation doses, its limitati cially in radiological dense glandular tissue [6] . As such examining the capabilities of emerging imaging modali n has been conducted. The investigation for new imag by the need for increased sensitivity and specificity; ular, breast tissue typically presents a higher dense-to-fa s lesions occurring in dense tissue breasts are statistica y X-ray mammography [7] . In U.S. approximately 15% ssed by conventional mammography, while 75% of found to be benign after biopsies [8] . In addition to thi onal mammography results in a high rate of false positiv biopsies and considerable distress to the patient [9, 1 obvious alternatives to X-ray mammography of MRI ugh MRI has a negative predictive value of 99% 
